They Are Not Our Leaders

Dear Friend of Possibility Management,

A quote from the movie *The Day The Earth Stood Still* (on the Possibility Films list) is: "They are not our leaders."

If they are not our leaders, how then should you relate to the world besides pretending that the so-called ‘leaders’ are handling things well? Should you rebel against the present gameworlds? Should you ignore them all and pretend as if things will work out on their own? Should you build and move into new gameworlds of your own design?

No one can make this decision for you. More interestingly, no one can stop you from making this decision yourself.

This is a new year, a new beginning, a fresh opportunity to start over… To what degree will you allow your life to be muddled-up with concerns over fabricated political tensions, media-amplified emotional fears, and suspicious regulations?

This is Possibility Management, an empowerment field that does not offer solutions, but instead offers Questions, Experiments, and Possibilities. Our core Team cannot with integrity propose a fantasy-world bubble of positive thinking. The capacity to cause practical changes and useful results depends on starting from an accurate assessment of current reality, and proceeds according to your degree of access to endless resources of nonlinear and, if necessary, unreasonable opportunities to choose from.

How is it working for you?
The chasm between political mischiefs and radical responsibility is being forced wider, polarizing people into fearful, spiteful camps. Dare we suggest this is an energy-draining distraction from the necessity to reclaim personal authority, ignite internal resources, share what you have discovered, lift yourself up by your own ears, and head out into a self-recontexted future?

Here in Possibility Management we think this is possible. We actually see it happening with small Teams moving into Bridge-Houses around the world.

What about you? How long will you hang on to a train that is headed straight off the cliff? What would give you the courage to leap away, roll in the dust, brush yourself off, and go introduce yourself to the other leapers?

We really want to know. Thank you for being on this epic journey with us. What we are learning is that epic journeys proceed by doing epic shit. Harbigarrrr!

Love from your PM News Team

______________________________

Evolutionary Feast
(see events)

BY
Anne-Chloé Destremau

3 Rage Events
3 Fear Events
2 Introductions
2 Clubs
2 Spaceholder Trainings

Events (the Feast)
Are you ready to encounter a ‘disinhibiting factor’ that can trigger your anamnesia? The disinhibiting factor is StartOver.xyz!
What If There Was A Global Online Game Devoted to Personal Transformation?

BY
Devin Gleeson

*SPOILER: There is, it’s free, and almost no one knows about it.*

 Possibility Creation Village - Telegram Group
The Possibility Creation Village is where you ask for and give Possibility, share your research, and celebrate your gold. Great collaborations and projects were born there. You can join at this Telegram link: [https://t.me/+ViEuN7pEHt6SDiCv](https://t.me/+ViEuN7pEHt6SDiCv)
Emotional Healing Process Collaboration - Telegram Group
The EHP Collaboration Group is a thriving gateway platform to ask for, provide, and witness Emotional Healing Processes at any time of day or night thanks to the global Team of EHP Spaceholders. You can join the Telegram Group by clicking on the following link: http://t.me/joinchat/WC5Px3vhJLpGU-Cz

Possibility Management Events - Telegram Group
The PM Events Group is an open space for discovering what is going on and for offering your Nonmaterial Value. Here is the Telegram link to join: https://t.me/joinchat/QdJfMDqA4Qjkh5pa. This group’s purpose is to inform each other about PM related events happening.

Subscribe to the Possibility Management Newsletter at https://possibilitymanagement.org/ (scroll all the way down the page)
You may unsubscribe or change your contact details at any time.